psychotherapeutic counsellors more recently assigned to such units to monitor and try to resolve the build up of emotional stresses equally inherent in this work. It is only by acknowledging the complementary import of these reciprocal roles that we can hope to curtail psychopathology in line with pathophysiology in this vulnerable subgroup of neonates. The book succeeds in conveying this simple message.
Immunization Against Bacterial Disease (Medical Microbiology, vol 2) C S F Easmon & J Jeljaszewicz (ed) pp 304 £32 London: Academic Press 1983 The diseases covered in this volume are tuberculosis, leprosy, gonorrhoea, cholera, pertussis, dental caries and meningococcal, pneumococcal and pseudomonad infection. With the increasing awareness of the limitations of antimicrobial agents, this book offers renewed hope to microbiologists, immunologists and physicians concerned with infectious diseases. Moreover, the whole volume could be read with profit by each of the contributors, for insights in one field have an obvious bearing on others. Thus, reliance on serological evidence of infection, without bacteriological support, can be misleading. The resolving power of new techniques (e.g. ELISA) depends on the purity of the antigen used. Even in secretions, the level of IgG may exceed that of IgA. Antigens may be protective though their cellular functions are unknown. If polysaccharide capsule is poorly immunogenic, surface protein may be effective. Aluminium hydroxide is one of the few safe adjuvants currently available, though the use of muramyl dipeptides is envisaged. Bacterial adhesion to mucosal cells occurs even with non-fimbriate strains. Protective antibody reacts with the bacterial surface. Variation of surface antigens may occur even within a single strain. The cost of component vaccines may restrict their use in the developing world. With some diseases, vaccination is not the only means of prevention, nor even the best.
Overall, then, this is a stimulating volume with very few typographical errors in most sections. However, bad punctuation makes some of the writing unnecessarily obscure. As the authors state in their introduction:
'knowledge of the effects of psychotropic medication has become a necessity for everyone involved with mentally disturbed individuals'. This then is the purpose of the book: to present psychopharmacology for beginners in as comprehensive a manner as possible.
Despite the authors' comment that: 'In recent years no general and compact introduction to psychopharmacology has appeared', there are a number of other similar textbooks available, notably the series published by the British Association for Psychopharmacology.
As an introduction to psychopharmacology this book is certainly adequate, but the text is -not set out as clearly as it might be. The lack of a medical associate author (the authors are both psychologists) may have detracted somewhat from the presentation of the text from a clinical point of view. This is evidenced throughout by the use of phraseology that is unfamiliar to the clinician, although its meaning may still be apparent.
The book starts with a chapter on classification of 'psychopharmaceuticals' ('psychotropic drugs' is a more usual description), proceeding to accounts of the history of psychopharmacology, the effects of 'psychopharmaceuticals' in healthy subjects and their mechanisms of action.
Chapters then follow on neurophysiological methods in human psychopharmacology, clinical research, drugs and memory and a final chapter on the association of psychopharmacotherapy and psychotherapy. Many psychopharmacologists might not agree with the authors' conclusion that there is a 'synergi'smt between the two forms of therapy'. This small book is at least the fifth to appear in English since 1970 on heart disease in old age. It illustrates both the importance and the difficulties of a specialist approach to aspects of medicine in the elderly. It begins with excellent chapters by acknowledged experts on the epidemiology and pathology of heart disease in the elderly and on electrocardiography (this last very detailed and well referenced). There is most useful practical guidance for the non-expert given by the authors writing on pacing and the important topic of cardiac surgery. The chapters on hypertension and ischaemic heart disease are good accounts of their subjects, but those on congestive heart failure and valvular disease are less satisfactory; the former because it does not give practical advice, for instance on digitalization, and the latter because it only rarely refers to the elderly. There are several important minor subjects omitted, such as infective endocarditis, the effects of anaemia on the circulation, cor pulmonale, and pericardial disease, and little mention is made of postural hypotension. In all, however, this must be regarded as a most useful contribution to the literature, both for geriatricians and, perhaps, for cardiologists as well. The geographical location of one of the editors is reflected in the preponderence of British authors from the Manchester and Leeds area, which may seem rather parochial, especially in contrast to the more wide ranging North American authorship. In fact it does not detract from the stimulating and critical aspects of the work.
Gastroenterology is the mainstay of most general surgical practice and this volume should find a wide readership. Each chapter stands on its own and the references are mainly well chosen and useful. It must be a boon to the Fellowship candidate and of considerable interest to more established surgeons and to not a few examiners! It is excellently produced and remarkably good value.
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